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Leena Yadav Delves Into Woman’s Sexuality In Parched

BY PREETI THANDI
Toronto: Leena Yadav’s Parched is a powtold Tannishtha that lets make ‘Sex in the
defy traditions. Set in a patriarchal, misog- Village’. We went and traveled in Kutch
and had conversations with women and a
lot of the stories came out. Then I sent out
well be found within city limits or across
borders. Parched premiered at TIFF 2015 world and that is when I realized that this
is a story that translates everywhere.”
co-produced by Ajay Devgn and has visuals by Russell Carpenter, the Oscar-win- women from a village. Tannishtha Chatning cinematographer for Titanic.
terjee plays Rani, a widow who gets her
For Yadav who is known for her ear- teenage son married and brings home

Surveen Chawla, Tannishtha Chatterjee and Radhika Apte at TIFF
Janaki (Lehar Khan), her teenage daugthstarted as a conversation with Tannishtha er-in-law. But her son continues to run afChatterjee. “She started telling me stories ter prostitutes and mistreats his new bride.
working in the Kutch region where she had Radhika Apte is Rani’s friend Lajjo who

gets abused by her husband because of her
inability to have a child. Another friend of
Rani, Surveen Chawla plays Bijli, an erotic dancer and prostitute.
Yadav wanted to tackle the issues in a
way that is watchable and deals with different themes through her characters. She
explores the necessity of touch and intimacy for the widow, infertility for Lajjo and
how women are judged based on their skin
and external appearance with Bijli.
Tannishtha Chatterjee who researched
and spent time with the real Rani describes
the deep angst of the woman, “She had the
saddest eyes and one day she held my hand
and told me that a man hasn’t touched her
for 17 years. It is a lot of suffering that you
don’t realize. It’s like not eating food. Your
sexual desires are also like that but in our
culture we don’t allow women to even say
that. You have to be a saint, a mother, a sister! A woman’s years of repression, it is an
extremely sad thing. It affected me and I
was very disturbed throughout the shoot.”
Yadav allows the women to free themwill open a discussion about roles, sexuality, customs and traditions that have come
to be accepted and the roles people fall
into just because of conditions. She also
takes a bold stance in portraying sexuality
at least by Indian standards.
“For me bold is courageous,” says
Radhika Apte. “It is courageous only because we come from a country where we
don’t explore, we ban everything. I feel
that where we live and have grown up, it

is not bold at all. Especially when you are
that it is not bold when you see all the other

journeys in our lives but when we want to
talk, it becomes bold, when we live it, it’s
not bold.”
Chatterjee feels that Indian women are
pretty bold and describes working with a
woman writer director as wonderful. “We
are the land of Kama Sutra. Human body
and expressing yourself through your body
has been a part of our aesthetic for such a
long time and why should we be ashamed
of that,” says Chatterjee.
Apte who has a 'nude' scene in the
ing experience when I did that scene. I just
realized that you have so many complexes
about your body because you are brought
to have this and this to have a sexy image.
I got rid of those complexes completely. I
was with a good crew who were very sensitive. I had no inhibitions at all. Our bodies as actors are instruments so if you don’t
nowhere else to go.”
Even though its release in India is still
undecided, Parched has picked up sales
deals following the Toronto premiere. Yaalso wanted to celebrate the spirit of these
women who survived this. I wanted it to be

